Colonial Heritage Golf Club

By K.H. Queen

Colonial Heritage Golf Club, if I roll the ball on a patch of grass or it hits a rotten hole but because it's supposed to go. "Some people can not hit a ball that goes directly to the putt that should be made. "There's nothing worse than hitting a perfect putt that should go directly to the middle of the hole but because it hits a rotten patch of grass or a place where the green hasn't been mowed correctly. It goes crooked. At Colonial Heritage, if I roll the ball on the line where it's supposed to go, the ball is going to exactly where it's supposed to go."

If you're not as confident or as skilled, no worries. Colonial Heritage offers five different tees at every hole, and there are no worries. "Some people can not hit a ball that far or they'll want to hit from a shorter tee box so they can enjoy the game but they don't have to be a long hitter," Starfield says. "We have holes that can play as long as 544 yards up to as short as 115 yards. The hole that plays 544 yards can be shortened to 374 yards. Multiple tee boxes allow for any level of play to achieve success."

If you'd rather, you can play nine holes for half the price. "We encourage half-round play after work," Starfield says.

Still not confident? Then you might be a candidate for Colonial Heritage's Beginner Improvement Program, offering monthly seminars with golf pro Josh Abpa. These group lessons give the beggars who are too intimidated to play lessons in instruction and golf etiquette, says Bunny Young, director of sales and marketing.

Whether you're on the course in the pro shop or eating in the clubhouse, you'll appreciate the service. "If you haven't been to Colonial Heritage in the last year, now is the time to go back. KemperSports took over management of the course and clubhouse and has upgraded quality, maintenance and service," Starfield says. "The staff is very good, very personable," Starfield says. "If you make a request, they will do everything they can to fulfill it. The folks who man the phones, the wait staff, they make sure they take care of you."

The golf course's good effort, service, and fine food will ensure that your first visit will be the first of many.

Maryanne wine diners will enjoy the third Thursday (reservations required) are becoming a favorite for many people. Young, director of sales and marketing. "Colonial Heritage may expand the wine dinners to twice a month in June. So, plan to visit Colonial Heritage. The great golf club, excellent service and fine food will ensure that your first visit will be the first of many."

"Coming here is like visiting a great place to enjoy a meal. "There's a veranda overlooking the golf course, a restaurant and on the outside patio, there are live bands on Saturday. On Friday nights in the last few years, we've had a variety of musical guests, sure, to entertain all ages."